Known for his contemporary style, mixed
media artist Pako Pablos is recognized
internationally for his stylistic approach by
industry and social icons.

From world class athletes to cutting edge
musicians and entertainment figures, his
artistic commentary on pop culture through
the use of digital art, painting with acrylics
and the creation of images in pastels is
gaining widespread exposure and
popularity.
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From an early age, I have always been captivated by the
human form. Most of my work reflects this fascination and
I paint what inspires me... portraits of the people who take
me out of myself.
My perspective on life is very much in the here and now, as
is shown in the contemporary subject matter of my work. I
paint charismatic figures who influence modern culture.
Each has a unique essence at the core of their appeal and
that is what I work to capture.
I consider the true nature of my subject and work to
develop a sense of who they really are, to get at the heart of
what they represent even beyond what is most commonly
known of them.
I paint with pastels on acrylic using only my fingertips to
blend and merge color and texture, bringing the portraits to
life through plays on shadow and light, allowing form and
shape to evolve as I meld the mediums.
Each is done on a large canvas, enabling viewers to “fall in”
to the painting more deeply. The scale presents a close-up
of the subject, someone who we would rarely get the
chance to study in person, thus creating a sense of intimacy
from which it is hard to pull away.
For me, and hopefully for those who appreciate my work,
the characters I paint are more than subjects. They are
each a story told on canvas.

